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There was once a kitten so filled with love he wanted to give the whole world a hug!Jules the kitten

(also known in the MUTTS cartoons as "Shtinky Puddin'") knows that hugs can make the world a

better place. So he makes a "Hug To-Do List"--with the endangered species of the world at the

top--and travels the globe to show all of the animals that someone cares. From Africa to the North

Pole to his own back yard, Jules proves a hug is the simplest--but kindest--gift we can give. With its

gently environmental theme, this joyous story about sharing love is an ideal gift year-round.
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I don't like cats, and I don't write reviews. But I love this book so much, I've come out of my shell. I

had searched far and wide for a special "very first" book to give to my baby - one that I could

inscribe "with love from Mommy" inside. It's hard to find a childrens' book with a warmhearted

message that is not written with corniness and excessive cheese. I didn't hold much hope that this

one would be any different, but OH MAN! By the time I got to the end, my eyes were a little misty!

Not corny, not cheesy, the message is simple yet very touching. My older daughter was standing

next to me in the bookstore with her finger in her nose, nagging me to take her to the Outer Space

books, and I crouched down next to her and gave her a big hug!



I'm proud to be an early reviewer of HUG TIME, Patrick McDonnell's third children's book and his

first to be written in rhyme. Our hero, Jules (better known as Shtinky Puddin') is a tiny kitten with a

heart as big as the earth he so loves. Dressed in his little green sweater, with his "To Do" list in

hand (or paw), he travels the world with the singular mission of giving it a hug. With gorgeous

colored pictures of creatures great and small, the author/illustrator teaches how one sensitive soul

can make a difference.

To be honest, I think McDonnell's comics series "Mutts" is cute enough, but it never really charmed

me. This little volume, however, is the cat's meow. I love the simple style, drawings which could be

described as sparse, except they are warmed with a lot of color, and the sweetness of the kitten's

mission: to give the world a hug.

Today in the sunny afternoon I sneaked out of work looking for the Farmer's Market (which is no

longer, this season, it seems) and serendipitously enter the Los Angeles Central Library, which has

a distinctive, lovely book shop, filled with gems like a cake pan in the shape of a peace sign (peace

of cake), enormous flowery pens-great gift for a classroom teacher, fun books, literary journals, ice

cube trays in odd shapes, silver hand crafted earrings, you get the idea. Browsing around, amused

by what I see but slightly troubled that at this moment, there are no upcoming birthdays or events I

need to get gifts for, I catch a glimpse of this sweet book, Hug Time. I realize, as I peek into the

adorable pages, that indeed, I do have an event to buy for: my son's first month in kindergarten!

This is the perfect book for such an occasion: when you feel so filled up with pride, so lucky in this

world on this day to have a precious, gentle, beautiful being, to know and be blessed by the

presence of a child in your life. This is the book I want to give my son, which hopefully he will keep,

reminding him of the sweetness and wonder of childhood.

An adorable kitten wants to hug the world because he's filled with so much love. A wonderful

message about the gift of a hug. The artwork is so cute and the theme is so precious. This book

would be great for any child. I also recently purchased another book with a positive message of

family unity and love, Ladybug Baby Bug, by Janice and Mark Perkins. 20% of the books profits are

donated to the Mid-Ohio Food Bank, a member of America's Second Harvest.

I bought this book online and am so glad for it. I love the theme of the story - which is about

spreading love and kindness. It was a pleasant surprise to see that the little kitten goes all around



the world. Great way to introduce foreign locations and animals to your little one. I was thrilled to

see themes environment consciousness and inclusiveness blended in with such simplicity. It's a

book that I hope my baby girl will take to heart. The one thing I would like to see is a board book

version - with the same illustrations! That would make it perfect for an infant!!

This book is excellent! The message is so wonderful. The main concept is that a kitten wants to

show the world that he loves everyone and tries to hug every single animal he meets and makes

'Hug-To-Do List' and then travels to the ends of the world to find animals to hug and realizes that it's

great to start hugging those at home first. It also makes a great baby shower gift! I highly

recommend!

I just love Mutts. It clicks with me on many levels and I am sure it resonates with many people. I

bought two copies of this book to give away for Christmas and actually will only part with one.... to a

really good friend. I want to thank Patrick McDonnell for his artwork and inspiration. He is

wonderful.Everyone should own at least ONE Mutts volume, and this is a good place to start.
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